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Quickly and easily learn the hows and whys behind basic electricity, electronics, and communications –- at your own pace, in your own home
  Teach Yourself Electricity and Electronics offers easy-to-follow lessons in electricity and electronics fundamentals and applications from a master teacher, with minimal math, plenty of illustrations and practical examples, and test-yourself questions that make learning go more quickly. Great for preparing for amateur and commercial licensing exams, this trusted guide offers uniquely thorough coverage, ranging from dc and ac concepts and circuits to semiconductors and integrated circuits.   

  The best course –- and source –- in basic electronics   

	Starts with the basics and takes you through advanced applications such as radiolocation and robotics  
	Packed with learning-enhancing features: clear illustrations, practical examples, and hundreds of test questions   
	Helps you solve current-voltage-resistance-impedance problems and make power calculations  
	Teaches simple circuit concepts and techniques for optimizing system efficiency  
	Explains the theory behind advanced audio systems and amplifiers for live music  
	Referenced by thousands of students and professionals  
	Written by an author whose name is synonymous with clarity and practical sense


  Updated to reflect the latest technological trends!  The Fourth Edition features new information on:  

	Wireless technology  
	Computers and the Internet   
	Transducers  
	Sensors  
	Robotics  
	Audio systems  
	Navigation  
	Radiolocation  
	Integrated circuits


About the Author
   
Stan Gibilisco is one of McGraw-Hill's most prolific and popular authors, specializing in electronics and science topics. His clear, reader-friendly writing style makes his science books accessible to a wide audience, and his background in research makes him an ideal editor for professional references and course materials. He is the author of The Encyclopedia of Electronics; The McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Personal Computing; and several titles in the popular Demystified library of home-schooling and self-teaching books. His published works have won numerous awards. The Encyclopedia of Electronics was chosen a "Best Reference Book of the 1980s" by the American Library Association, which also named his McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Personal Computing a "Best Reference of 1996." Stan Gibilisco maintains a Web site at www.sciencewriter.net.
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The Biggest Secret: The Book That Will Change the World (Updated Second Edition)David Icke Books, 1999

	David Icke's most powerful and explosive book so far. Every man, woman and child on the planet is affected by the stunning information that Icke exposes. He reveals in documented detail, how the same interconnecting bloodlines have controlled the planet for thousands of years. How they created all the major religions and suppressed the...
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Facilities Management Handbook, Fourth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2009
Comprehensive, authoritative up to date coverage of all aspects of facilities management   

Now in this fourth edition, the Facilities Management Handbook has been fully updated from the acclaimed previous editions, continuing its status as an invaluable resource to those working in facilities...
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Integrating Linux and WindowsPrentice Hall, 2000
The complete solutions guide for every Linux/Windows system administrator!
This complete Linux/Windows integration guide offers detailed coverage of dualboot
issues, data compatibility, and networking. It also handles topics such as
implementing Samba file/print services for Windows workstations and providing
cross-platform...
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Hands-On Enterprise Automation with Python.: Automate common administrative and security tasks with PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Invent your own Python scripts to automate your infrastructure

	
		Key Features

		
			Make the most of Python libraries and modules to automate your infrastructure
	
			Leverage Python programming to automate server configurations and administration tasks
	
			Efficiently...
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Disaster Recovery, Crisis Response, and Business Continuity: A Management Desk ReferenceApress, 2013

	You're in charge of IT, facilities, or core operations for your organization when a hurricane or a fast-moving wildfire hits. What do you do?


	Simple. You follow your business continuity/disaster recovery plan. If you've prepared in advance, your operation or your company can continue to conduct business while...
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Stylin' with CSS: A Designer's Guide (2nd Edition)New Riders Publishing, 2007
It’s hard to believe it’s been over three years since I wrote the first edition of Stylin’ with CSS. In the intervening time, I have been involved in the development of numerous Web sites and have fi ne-tuned the way I use CSS in the process. I intended to make a few small adjustments to this book for the second edition to cover...
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